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RESQ

Fuel where you need it, when you need it
Fuel procurement payment solution for first responders

KHI provides support to our first responders 24 
hours a day, 7 days a week, and 365 days a year. 

Our mission is to support your mission.



RESQ

RESQ
No Annual Fee

24x7, 365 Support
Experienced Staff

Online Purchase Tracking
Fueling Locations Search

Over the last 17 years, KHI has provided payment solutions to both private and 
government sectors. We have over 2,300 FBO locations in our payments 
network in the US. KHI processes almost half a million transactions annually. 
 
Our purpose is to ensure the success of first responder missions through fuel 
procurement support. Our staff is passionate and dedicated to helping others 
through the RESQ Card program.

Fuel where you need it, when you need it

Fuel and ancillary charges on one card
Enhanced level 3 invoicing
Auditability on all purchases
Billing and payments online
Unattended pump use (coming soon)

Over 20 years in aviation industry experience

Over 30 years experience in fuel procurement

Current contractor for government fuel procurement

Customer Support team with expertise to assist 24x7

Web and mobile based solutions for fueling

OUR CARD PROGRAM

KHI BENEFITS

Never leave a warfighter or first responder stranded . . . .

KHI is a card issuer and processor for all government, state, and local agencies 
that need to purchase aviation and marine fuel. Our program is built to provide 
agencies with cost effective, effortless fuel procurement solutions. 

Program Advantages

Enhanced level 3 invoicing

One card for fuel and services

Take advantage of contract pricing where available

Gather the detailed data you need to manage and

       control spending

Gain efficiencies with consolidated invoices

Identify accepting vendors with the web based and

       mobile FBO locator app

Access administrative functions online

Professional, specialized, US-based customer

       service 24x7, 365

To find out more, email info@RESQCard.com, 
visit KHInc.com or contact us at 877-681-5151. 


